
Humans are designed to see what they are already looking for and believe in.  My focus on 
high-expectation gun owners and my desire to delight shooting enthusiasts requires that I 
practice abundant thinking in order to reset customer expectations. I don’t build many guns, 
but I build them perfect and unique.  My quality is � xed but I am � exible on customer design 
details. My designs are bold but elegant. I am daring in new designs because I trust in my ability.

Bolt action ri� es are the most common type 
of � rearm given features such as magazine 
capacity, quick loading and single barrel 
functionality. My custom bolt action ri� es are 
handcrafted to the highest level of quality 
and functionality. I use exhibition grade 
stocks and the engraving is focused on the 
magazine plate, pistol grip and the action. 

The photo of the 8x68S reveals how I 
hand craft a ri� e design to give a bold but 
elegant statement.  The rib on this ri� e 
and the barrel are from the same piece 
of material. The engraving is an artist’s 
journey and story, see the leopard footprints 
engraved down extended trigger guard.
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Break-down ri� es can be produced light 
and elegant, my 2 key design drivers. These 
guns, like double ri� es, have a large surface 
around the action for engraving.  I invest much 
of my time and skills in break-down guns 
because they give me greater opportunity 

to di� erentiate and standout from the 
crowd. For example, the breakdown gun 
pictured below is a round body action that 
weighs 2kg without a scope and is easy to 
shoot. There is simply no other design like 
it.  All my guns shoot sub MOA at 100m.
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